The Nature of Hope
Grassroots Organizing, Environmental Justice,
and Political Change
edited by Char Miller and Jeff Crane
“The Nature of Hope makes a strong statement about the empirics and history of
environmental justice in the United States. . . . The book provokes critical questions and
raises political answers about our shared environment.”
—Kevin T. Smiley, University at Buffalo
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The Nature of Hope focuses on the dynamics of environmental activism
at the local level, examining the environmental and political cultures that
emerge in the context of conflict. The book considers how ordinary people
have coalesced to demand environmental justice and highlights the
powerful role of intersectionality in shaping the on-the-ground dynamics
of popular protest and social change.
Through lively and accessible storytelling, The Nature of Hope reveals
unsung and unstinting efforts to protect the physical environment
and human health in the face of continuing economic growth and
development and the failure of state and federal governments to deal
adequately with the resulting degradation of air, water, and soils. In an age
of environmental crisis, apathy, and deep-seated cynicism, these efforts
suggest the dynamic power of a “politics of hope” to offer compelling
models of resistance, regeneration, and resilience. The contributors frame
their chapters around the drive for greater democracy and improved
human and ecological health and demonstrate that local activism is
essential to the preservation of democracy and the protection of the
environment. The book also brings to light new styles of leadership and
new structures for activist organizations, complicating assumptions
about the environmental movement in the United States that have
focused on particular leaders, agencies, thematic orientations, and human
perceptions of nature.
Char Miller is the W. M. Keck Professor of Environmental Analysis at
Pomona College. He is the author, coauthor, or coeditor of twenty-nine
books and a regular contributor of essays, commentary, and reviews to
professional journals, newspapers, and online media.
Jeff Crane is the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Saint
Martin’s University in Lacey, Washington, where he also led the creation
of Our Common Home Farms, a community farming program. He is the
author of three books and various journal articles and lectures on river
restoration, climate change, and food justice.
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Yellowstone Cougars
Ecology before and after Wolf Restoration
by Toni K. Ruth, Polly C. Buotte, and Maurice G. Hornocker
“This is a truly heroic study, involving a tremendous amount of fieldwork over many
years. It deserves wide attention.”
—David Armstrong, University of Colorado Boulder

“This book will serve as a reference guide and how-to working manual for the future
of these animals for decades to come. There is no compilation of work on cougars
like this in the world, no compilation that spans a top-level carnivore restoration, no
compilation that elucidates such a difficult species to work with.”
—Jim Halfpenny, president, A Naturalist’s World
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Yellowstone Cougars examines the effect of wolf restoration on the cougar
population in Yellowstone National Park—one of the largest national
parks in the American West. No other study has ever specifically
addressed the theoretical and practical aspects of competition between
large carnivores in North America. The authors provide a thorough
analysis of cougar ecology, how they interact with and are influenced
by wolves—their main competitor—and how this knowledge informs
management and conservation of both species across the West.
Of practical importance, Yellowstone Cougars addresses the
management and conservation of multiple carnivores in increasingly
human-dominated landscapes. The authors move beyond a singlespecies approach to cougar management and conservation to one that
considers multiple species, which was impossible to untangle before wolf
reestablishment in the Yellowstone area provided biologists with this
research opportunity.
Yellowstone Cougars provides objective scientific data at the forefront
of understanding cougars and large carnivore community structure and
management issues in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, as well as in
other areas where wolves and cougars are reestablishing.
Toni K. Ruth is Executive Director of Salmon Valley Stewardship
in Salmon, Idaho. She worked as a Wildlife Research Scientist with
the Selway Institute, Hornocker Wildlife Institute, and the Wildlife
Conservation Society, which supported the fifteen-year Yellowstone
cougar work.
Polly C. Buotte is currently a research ecologist at Oregon State
University, working to improve ecosystem models to assess the influence
of climate change on the carbon cycle.
Maurice G. Hornocker is a wildlife biologist who founded the
Hornocker Wildlife Institute in 1985 and the Selway Institute in 2005. He
received the Wildlife Society’s 2010 Book of the Year award for Cougar:
Ecology and Conservation.
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Georgetown, Colorado, and the Fight for Survival
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There are many studies of local communities during their heydays, but
the life of a community in decline is rarely studied. The Once and Future
Silver Queen of the Rockies delves into the life of Georgetown, Colorado,
after the turn of the twentieth century as mining in Clear Creek County
steadily declined and ultimately collapsed.
One of the earliest mining communities in the state, Georgetown
began to struggle for survival as the nineteenth century drew to a close.
The price of silver dropped precipitously while other mining camps were
still opening around the region. The new, bright future once envisioned
for the “Silver Queen of the Rockies” began to fade. Yet the community
managed to survive and re-create itself in the new world of the twentieth
century. Tourism, skiing, and historic preservation replaced mineral
extraction as the basis of the regional economy. Today, Georgetown
maintains the aesthetic feel of a nineteenth-century mining town and
stands as an example of community-supported historic preservation.
This richly illustrated sequel to The Rise of the Silver Queen tells the
compelling story of Georgetown’s survival, and ultimate flourishing, after
the loss of its principal industry. It is an interesting and engaging addition
to the history of Colorado and the West.

Christine Bradley is Clear Creek County Archivist, coauthor of Guide
to the Georgetown Silver Plume Historic District and The Rise of the Silver
Queen, author of several publications for Historic Georgetown, Inc.
and has served on many boards and commissions in Georgetown, Silver
Plume, and Clear Creek County, Colorado.
Duane A. Smith is a professor of history at Fort Lewis College in
Durango, and is the author or coauthor of more than fifty books on
Colorado and the West. He also serves as chair of the Durango Parks and
Forestry Board and on the Anima School House Museum Board.
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Dialogue with Europe,
Dialogue with the Past
Colonial Nahua and Quechua Elites in
Their Own Words
edited by Justyna Olko, John Sullivan, and Jan Szemiński
“This work provides new contributions and insights . . . the illustrative and comparative
examination of documents from Mesoamerica and the Andes is refreshing and
important. The analytical comparison between Central Mexico and the Andes is the
work’s greatest and most novel contribution.”

—Mark Christensen, Assumption College

Dialogue with Europe, Dialogue with the Past is a critical, annotated anthology
of indigenous-authored texts, including the Nahua, Quechua, and Spanish
originals, through which native peoples and Spaniards were able to convey
their own perspectives on Spanish colonial order. It is the first volume to bring
together native testimonies from two different areas of Spanish expansion in
the Americas to examine comparatively these geographically and culturally
distant realities of indigenous elites in the colonial period.
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In each chapter a particular document is transcribed exactly as it
appears in the original manuscript or colonial printed document, with
the editor placing it in historical context and considering the degree of
European influence. These texts show the nobility through documents they
themselves produced or caused to be produced—such as wills, land deeds,
and petitions—and prioritize indigenous ways of expression, perspectives,
and concepts. Together, the chapters demonstrate that native elites were
independent actors as well as agents of social change and indigenous
sustainability in colonial society. Additionally, the volume diversifies the
commonly homogenous term “cacique” and recognizes the differences in
elites throughout Mesoamerica and the Andes.
Showcasing important and varied colonial genres of indigenous writing,
Dialogue with Europe, Dialogue with the Past reveals some of the realities,
needs, strategies, behaviors, and attitudes associated with the lives of the
elites. Each document and its accompanying commentary provide additional
insight into how the nobility negotiated everyday life. The book will be of
great interest to students and researchers of Mesoamerican and Andean
history, as well as those interested in indigenous colonial societies in the
Spanish Empire.
Justyna Olko is a professor in the Faculty of "Artes Liberales" at the University
of Warsaw, leads Europe and America in Contact and is involved in an international
program centered on the revitalization of Nahuatl and other endangered languages.
John Sullivan is professor of Nahua language and culture at the Universidad
Autonoma de Zacatecas, visiting professor at the University of Warsaw, and director
of the Instituto de Docencia e Investigación Etnológica de Zacatecas, A.C.
Jan Szemiński is professor emeritus at the Department of Spanish and Latin
American Studies, Faculty of Humanities, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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Bridging the Multimodal Gap
From Theory to Practice
edited by Santosh Khadka and J. C. Lee
“The collection will become a popular and important teaching resource
supporting multimodal instruction as we move computers and composition
research from special interest to mainstream.”
—Michael Salvo, Purdue University

“The range and diversity exhibited in this collection helps to underscore the
great variety of ways in which, audiences with which, and contexts in which
one might engage as well as research multimodal texts and practices.”
—Jody Shipka, University of Maryland at Baltimore
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Bridging the Multimodal Gap addresses multimodality scholarship and
its use in the composition classroom. Despite scholars’ interest in their
students’ multiple literacies, multimodal composition is far from the
norm in most writing classes. Essays explore how multimodality can
be implemented in courses and narrow the gap between those who
regularly engage in this instruction and those who are still considering
its scholarly and pedagogical value.
After an introductory section reviewing the theory literature,
chapters present research on implementing multimodal composition
in diverse contexts. Contributors address starter subjects like using
comics, blogs, or multimodal journals; more ambitious topics such as
multimodal assignments in online instruction or digital story telling; and
complex issues like assessment, transfer, and rhetorical awareness.

Santosh Khadka is assistant professor of English at California State
University, Northridge.
J. C. Lee is assistant professor of English at California State University,
Northridge.
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Provocations of Virtue

Rhetoric, Ethics, and the Teaching of Writing
by John Duffy
“[A] moral vision for our common future in writing studies. Reading this book is
like reading a volume by Reinhold Niebuhr. Ideas are elegantly presented and
compellingly advanced. I wanted to run down the hall, grab my colleagues by
the shoulders, and firmly declare: ‘You must read this!’”
—Norbert Elliot, University of South Florida
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“In this timely and groundbreaking book, John Duffy provocatively claims the
centrality of ethics for all writing pedagogy and guides teachers in making
explicit the ethical premises that surround all rhetorical encounters. Duffy
convincingly demonstrates how attention to writing as a virtuous act heightens
students’ awareness of the profound consequences of their writing for
themselves and others. His compelling argument for rhetorical virtues offers
writing studies a unifying framework that promises to create more meaningful
classrooms and to revitalize civic discourse.”
—Lois Agnew, Syracuse University

In Provocations of Virtue, John Duffy explores the indispensable role of
writing teachers and scholars in counteracting the polarized, venomous,
“post-truth” character of contemporary public argument. Teachers of
writing are uniquely positioned to address the crisis of public discourse
because their work in the writing classroom is tied to the teaching of
ethical language practices that are known to moral philosophers as “the
virtues”—truthfulness, accountability, open-mindedness, generosity,
and intellectual courage.
Drawing upon Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics and the branch of
philosophical inquiry known as “virtue ethics,” Provocations of Virtue
calls for the reclamation of “rhetorical virtues” as a core function in the
writing classroom. Duffy considers what these virtues actually are, how
they might be taught, and whether they can prepare students to begin
repairing the broken state of public argument. In the discourse of the
virtues, teachers and scholars of writing are offered a common language
and a shared narrative—a story that speaks to the inherent purpose
of the writing class and to what is at stake in teaching writing in the
twenty-first century.
John Duffy has published on the ethics of writing, the rhetoric of disability,
and the historical development of literacy and rhetoric in cross-cultural
contexts. He recently coedited Literacy, Economy, and Power and is the author of
Writing from These Roots, awarded the 2009 Outstanding Book Award by the
Conference on College Composition and Communication. Duffy is a recipient of
a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship and the Rev. Edmund P.
Joyce, C.S.C., Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching.
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